Optional Antivirus Scanner
Provides Powerful Protection
The ACCESS Antivirus Scanner is optionally available on all
MXI encrypted USB drives.
Using powerful McAfee® antivirus and anti-malware
security technology, it protects your USB drive and your
computer from viruses, worms, trojans and other malware
threats.
Most organizations today already actively protect their
network from becoming infected by using desktop
anti-malware or anti-virus software. However, with access
to portable data now an everyday necessity, this form of
protection is not enough.
MXI Security’s ACCESS Antivirus Scanner™ prevents
malware from being copied onto USB drives, allowing
users to retain the convenience of portable storage while
protecting the devices, their data, and the systems they
encounter from malware. Resident on the device and
requiring no installation, this security measure is available
on each and every computer a users visits.
ACCESS Antivirus Scanner is a perfect compliment with
the Stealth Key and Stealth HD malware-proof mode of
operation.
“Always-On” Safety and Security
ACCESS Antivirus Scanner notifies the user immediately
if they plug their USB device into an infected host
computer. The scanner is always on alert, constantly
monitoring data transfers to ensure that malware will not
be transferred to the device.

Benefits and Features
Host Health Check. Be aware if you are plugging into
an infected host. When an MXI Security device with
the on-board Malware Scanner is plugged into a host
computer, it automatically scans vital areas, ensuring the
host is generally secure. If not, a warning appears so that
the user can take immediate action and remove device.
Active Scanning. Get protection that’s always on. The
on-board Malware Scanner constantly monitors file
transfers to the device, automatically detecting and
eliminating any malware that, under normal circumstances, could be copied to the device and potentially
transferred to other systems.
Quick Start Up. As soon as you plug in your secure USB
device, Antivirus Scanner is ready to use.
Automatic Malware/Virus definition Updates. The most
current AV updates are always pushed out to the device
ensuring around the clock protection.
Intrusion Log. View log reports on any malware of viruses
detected by the scanner.
Tamper-resistant Architecture. Tamper-proof architecture
ensure the ultimate in data security and protection from
viruses and malware.
On-Demand Scanning. Scan quickly and easily for any
malware or viruses that may be present on the device.

About MXI Security®
MXI Security is the leader in providing superior managed portable security solutions that combine the power of secure storage
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multiple security needs with a single device, facilitating greater mobility without ever compromising security.

For more information, please visit:

www.mxisecurity.com

